
FÜR DIE DIESJÄHRIGE BUCHMESSE WERDEN NOCH POESIEFLÜSTERER 

FÜR EINEN EINSATZ IM EHRENGASTPAVILLON GESUCHT !!!!! 

BEI INTERESSE MELDEN BEI:    Ine Pisters :     ine.pisters@vfl.be 
The concept is as follows: 
 
        In the large hall of the guest of honour pavillon (total  
 2.300m2), four special 'poetry seats' are destined for the whispered  
 poetry declamations (see the yellow rectangles on the sketch below). 
 The whispering actors sit aside to these comfortable lounge chairs. 
 
        The people interested in poetry take place, and are offered  
 a 'Menu' (a choice of first courses, main dishes, desserts) with 10  
 different titles, of which some are related to the sea. So people can  
 choose what they want to hear. And then they hear on a whispering  
 tone the selected poem. 
 
        The whisperers alternate during the day, in shifts of four  
 during about two hours, for each, several times a day. 
 
 Each student should learn ten selected poems in German and/or English  
 version by heart (from two German, four Dutch and four Flemish poets: 
 Els Moors, Erik Lindner, Daniel Falb - they participated in a  
 residence at the seaside in D, Fl, Nl (see att.), to write new sea  
 poetry, and seven others). The whispering should be expressive and  
 relaxed. We plan to offer a training the week before the Buchmesse! 
 
 We don't offer a students' fee, but a ticket to the Buchmesse, and  
 food and drink vouchers, as well as a surprise (something with books). 
 Before we make up a detailed schedule for the poetry whispering, may  
 we ask you to let us know: 
 
 -        if you agree with these conditions; 
 
 -        if you are available during the five days of the Messe, or  
 on which they you are / aren't 
 
 (from 9am until 6pm from Wednesday morning (19/10) until Sunday 5 pm  
 (23/10), but not to 'whisper' the full 9 hours of course); 
 
 -        if you have experience in poetry (or theatre) declamation,  
 performance; 
 
 -        if you are interested in (combining with) other jobs related  
 to our Ehrengast presentation: assistance in the Forum programme,  
 information desks,... Please let us know! 
       (Aushang vom 14.9.16) 
 
 
  

 


